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Moving at the Speed of Media

MLS

mLS remote logger Media Library System
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™

MobileMLS

Update MLS logs from anywhere

Secure, remote access to your MLS logging.
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“Nesbit makes
finding specific
pieces of footage
used in Broadcast
operations
highly efficient.
It encompasses
everything into
one system and
the ease of use is
amazing.”

MLS Remote Logger is an invaluable add-on
DubOrder
component to your Media LibraryMLS
System
(MLS)
that lets off-site team members remotely update
and transfer log data to your MLS. Users such as
field producers and loggers can conveniently log

from any location. In addition, there are built-in
MLS
Preview+to protect your
MLS
Remote
Logger
security
measures
log
records
from unauthorized use. This customized application
will give your MLS more flexibility and increase
productivity.

PRODUCT BENEFITS
Convenient Online
Logging

Secure Access

+	Seamlessly integrates
with your MLS

+	MLS Administrator
authorizes user rights
WebMLS
and privileges

+	Lets users log data
from off-site locations

+	Access can be limited to
specific logs

+	Archived log records
can be easily exported
to MLS

+	Sensitive log
information can be
hidden from certain
users

director,
logging operations,
sports network
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Systems Compatible

MLS

+	Platform independent
application
+	Works for both Windows
Media
Library System
and Mac
+	Supports all Internet
browsers

Key Benefits
+	Easy, portable access to
your log data wherever
MobileMLS
you are
+	Authorized users
worldwide can update
your logs
+	Your log data can
always be up-to-date
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Product Suite Diagram
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WORKS
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212.268.2717
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609.397.7720

Now users don’t have to
be on location to access
and update your logs.
MLS Remote Logger
gives secure access to
off-site users and helps
manage large volumes
of log records.
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